Ⅱ Bound-free transitions ; concerted-elimination rxn 1-1. Concerted rxn ; multiple fundamental change (bond, formation, charge transfer) Classification depends on the sensitivity of the chosen method to detect the 'short-lived intermediates' →rxn is rapid compared with the detection method 1-2. in the condensed phase solvent provides 'cage' → products are closed to each other → difficult to determine if a rxn proceeds by a concerted mechanism 1-3. Example case ; I 2 elimination from CH 2 I 2 (for more info ; j.chem.phys., 109, 4415) ① I/I* elimination channel is major one at 248.351 nm ② two photon absorption of 267 nm ; initiation of I 2 elimination channel ③ at 310, 342, 369 nm (pump-probe spectroscopy)
→ I-C-I symmetric stretch, antisymmetric stretch, bending ④ PES(potential energy surface) CH 2 I 2 ⑤ experimental result I 2 (D') ; more probable (rotation anisotropy is almost zero) → synchronous concerted I 2 (f) ; less probable (anisotropy dependent) → asynchronous concerted pump(312nm ; three photon excitation and molecular iodine dissociation) + probe (624nm ; I 2 excitation from D' to f ) ⑥ kinetic model for the dissociation of CH 2 I 2 Based on assumption of only two contributions of signal ⑦ What is the character of PES correlated with product??
If this process is direct, fast and pseudo-diatomic problem, then E avail is almost same with E kin . IVR (time is longer than one vibration freq) isn't observable. This phenomena follows 'Wave-packet following' mechanism
As the wave-packet moves, the transition energy becomes time dependent and a chirp that follows this dependence, while not necessarily exactly on resonance, will be more effective in transferring population to the higher state.
③ Another mechanism -time delay resonance mechanism ; when considering negatively chirped pulse, initially prepared wave-packet on B state, propagates until it reaches a region of the PES, where it can be resonantly excited to the C state by the trailing high frequency component.
-sequential resonance effect
This mechanism is suitable for spectroscopic property.
Suppose the first transition is resonant with the low frequency part of the pulse and the second is resonant at high frequency. In this case, positively chirped pulse is more effective in → the data is clearly anisotropic, indicating alignment of the photoassociated collision pairs.
→ Rotational anisotropy r(t) obtained from the experimental data. The heavy line is the best fit to the Experimental → Rotational population of the photoassociated product, obtained from the fit to the rotational anisotropy.
④ control of impact parameter → Frank-Condon factors dictate that transition probability is greatest when the laser wavelength is with energy difference between ground and excited state → As a result, energy gap depends on the distance reactants → The wavelength of the binding pulse can thus be used to select a range of reactive impact parameter → relative collision E V1(R′) ; potential energy of the ground state R′ ; internuclear distance at which the laser is resonant
In order for photoassociation to occur, the relative collision energy of an atom pair with a given impact parameter b should satisfy this condition differential photoassociation cross section dóPA/db P(b) is the opacity function.
- Figure 6 at 350 nm, only those collision pairs with very small impact parameters are photoassociated.
-As the binding laser is tuned to shorter wavelengths, the position of highest photoassociation probability shifts to larger -The opacity function reaches a limiting value P(b)=1 at high excitation energies, when V1(R′) approaches zero.
-Jh=μVb, where V is the relative velocity of the atoms when they are photoassociated. For four level system, we will include two electronic states with two vibrational levels each, |1> |2> |3> |4>
FWM signal

Population
Vibrational coherence
Each field, En, interacts linearly with the media, producing a change ρ (n) to the initial matrix N is odd ; ρ (n) contains the changes in the probability amplitude of the electronic coupling N is even ρ (n) represents the changes in the population and the coherence of the vibrational levels with each electronic states ④ Density matrix calculation of nonlinear response functions the density matrix is defined using the outer product of the state of the system |ket〉 with its Hermitian conjugate 〈bra| a probability Pj to be in the state |Ψ j 〉 with ∑jPj = 1.
When Pj=1 for one state and is zero, otherwise, the system is in a pure state (a state with maximum information) and can be described by a wave function. Otherwise, we have a mixed state that may not be described by a single wave 
Gas phase I 2
In PE is that field Eb acts first and is then followed by fields Ea and Ec. PE processes When τab is 614 fs (2τ e ), the dynamics show 160 fs oscillations, (ground)
In the PE I configuration, when τ ab is 460 fs, the dynamics reflect an excited-state contribution with 307 fs oscillations ; no ground-state contribution is observed in this transient.
When τ ab is 614 fs, the 307 fs oscillations still dominate(excited); however, 2 ps later, 160 fs oscillations can be seen.
The selection between ground-or excited-state dynamics is much more effcient for the virtual echo set-up. The observation of ground state has three laser interactions acting on the ket. This leads to high selectivity between the two states.
For VE I, the appearance of ground-state dynamics arises from a wave packet being prepared in the excited state, then pumped to the ground state and finally probed as a function of time, thereby giving a clear and intense ground-state signal.
For PE I ground-state dynamics shows that the first two interactions are on the bra while the third interaction is on the ket. This action on an unperturbed ground state by the third pulse leads to loss of the selectivity. The reason for the small Experimental data for VE (bold line) and PE (line) measurements with τ ab =τ ba =460 fs.
out of phase with each other
In both cases, field Ec must interact with the wave packet formed in the excited state by field Eb.
PE I case, Ψ b (1) is at the outer turning point of the excitedstate potential when τ=0fs, minimizing the transition probability when the third pulse is applied in the FranckCondon region.
③ variable time delay followed by followed time delay
For τ ba =460 fs, the transient shows 307 fs oscillations, corresponding to excited-state dynamics. The signal is weaker and shows only a small background.
When τba=614 fs, the transient is dominated by 307 fs oscillations. The signal is stronger and shows a larger background. Weak 160 fs vibrations are also observed.
Fourier transforms have confirmed that the τba=614fs transient shows a contribution of the ground state. For a time delay of sba=614 fs, the observed background arises from the process depicted by the DSFD on the right.
The use of the fixed delay as a filter for the dynamics changes the ground-state contributions to the signal slightly but does not give the same degree of control as is observed in the VE I case.
④ Mode suppression
Suppressing the contribution of excited-state vibrational dynamics in order to improve relaxation rate measurements in liquids.
They observed that when τ 13 is in phase with the excited-state dynamics, τ 13 =2πn/ω e (mode suppression is on), the amplitude of the excited-state vibrations was greatly reduced.
When τ 13 was out of phase (mode suppression is off ), the excited-state vibrations were very prominent.
When mode suppression is on, both R2 and R3
(photon echo) contribute to the signal.
Mode suppression is useful in liquid phase studies because when mode suppression is on, R3 contributes a large signal that overwhelms the excited-state vibrational coherence.
